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Nature of and 
where blueprint is 
affected 

programs Emotional anchors anchors Interferences 
 

Controlling  
Dominating 
Intertwined 
Satanic 
Cruel  
Intolerant  
Apathetic 
 
Matter  
Amplification  
 
 

Mental timeline 
Soul contracts  
1 additional 
Satanic curse  
Ancestral contracts 
Life cycle covenant  
Bloodline  
Clan 
Control energy  
Scapegoat  
2 additional  
Contracts  
 
 

Resentment 
Guilt 
Deception 
Sorrow 
Frightened 
Irritated 
Overwhelmed 
Stressed 
Glee 
Stagnation 
Lethargy  
4 additional anchors 
 

Seeds 
Embedding 
Wormholes 
Nano technology 
Cords  
3 additional 
anchors 
 

Deros 3 holographic inserts permeations auditory scions 
rays cord 3 additional anchors 
Antaries 3 holographic inserts embedding portals DNA 
splicing Nano technology holographic staples cords 3 
additional anchors 
Anunnakis 3 implants permeations wormholes Nano 
technology cords 2 additional anchors 
Zeta 4 seeds implants permeations wormholes Nano 
technology Holographic staples cords 2 additional 
anchors 
Morgellans 5 holographic inserts embedding portals DNA 
splicing Nano technology Holographic staples  
Ghosts 6 implants wormholes Nano technology 
holographic staples  
Fallen Angel 7 holographic inserts permeations DNA 
splicing Nano technology cords 
Synthetic 8 holographic inserts permeations DNA splicing 
Nano technology cords 
C type 8 holographic inserts embedding portals DNA 
splicing rays cords  
F Type 16 in the air holographic inserts embedding 
wormholes auditory scions holographic staples 2 
additional anchors 
H Type 11 holographic inserts embedding portals 
auditory scions rays cords 3 additional anchors 
B Type 11 seeds embedding portals DNA splicing rays 
cords 3 additional anchors 
D Type 18 seeds implants DNA splicing rays cords 2 
additional anchors 
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